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Lawmakers Amazed at Productivity of
Scientific Public Policy Committees
By: John Vahos
Staff Writer
Legislators in Washington announced yesterday their astonishment at the sheer productivity of
the committees which shape modern scientific public policy, sources
confirmed Tuesday. “It’s simply
staggering the amount they are
able to accomplish,” said Alabama
Republican Senator Jeff Sessions.
“I have no idea how they’re able to
pick a topic, discuss it for a while,
and then publish their opinions into
concise reports. How is that even
possible?”
Ad-hoc committees such as

ers with their ability to almost
always come to a consensus in their
published reports. “I mean we talk
about a lot of issues, but coming to
a consensus on something? That’s
relatively unheard of around here,”
noted House Science Committee
Chair Lamar Smith.
Legislators are also reportedly
jealous of the intelligence of the
members who serve on the committees. Said House Representative
Zoe Lofgren, “The people in these
committees are so smart. There’s
scientists, doctors, lawyers, professors. It’s nothing like back at
Congress.” Lofgren also noted that
many Congressmen and women
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these, usually convened by nongovernmental agencies and professional organizations, have reportedly baffled lawmakers on Capitol
Hill since the 1960s and 70s when
they became standard practice to
address challenging and hot button
issues in the scientific field. According to sources, these committees, which typically only meet at
large conventions for two to three
weeks at a time before publishing their findings, are much more
fruitful than both the efforts of the
U.S. House Committee on Science,
Space, and Technology and daily
Congressional sessions.
In addition to bringing light to
many scientific issues, these committees have also floored lawmak-

want to “try and get more smart
people like that to run for office.”
In response to their long held
frustrations, Congress has formed
a subcommittee dedicated to trying
to study the methodology of these
public policy councils. “We want
to learn exactly how they operate.
What time they meet, how long
they break for lunch, whether or
not they wear suits, the whole nine
yards,” said Delaware Senator Tom
Carper. “We just want to be as influential on the public as they are.”
At press time, Congress was
entering the twentieth hour of
debate on what to name their new
committee.
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“I Told You So” Reports Ghost of Gregor Mendel
By: Darrell Jacobs
Staff Writer
“Wait, the laws of heredity are the exact
same as I said they were? Well I freaking told
you so,” the ghost of Gregor Mendel told reporters this past Wednesday. Mendel, who during
his time on earth did groundbreaking work in
the field of genetics which established many of
the rules of heredity, seems to have returned to
Earth as a spirit to rub in the fact that his findings were correct all along despite never being
recognized during his lifetime.
“You all ignored my work for decades after I
published my results, but turns out I’m right. I
coined the terms “dominant” and “recessive. I’m
the one who sat around and meticulously bred
those pea plants. I’m Gregor freaking Mendel,
baby,” Mendel told reporters, adding that everyone who doubted him for all those years can
“suck it.”

The ghost of Gregor Mendel even addressed students
across the globe currently taking low level biology courses.
“Next time you’re filling out a Punnett square,
just remember that you’re using Mendelian
inheritance. That’s m-e-n-d-e-l-i-a-n kids, and
don’t forget it,” the apparition proclaimed.
After his Wednesday’s press conference,
Mendel headed to the burial site of Charles
Darwin where he looked down at the ground and
shouted at the long deceased naturalist. “Oh I’m
sorry, was there a gap in your theory of natural selection? Were you unsure how traits are
passed down?” the ghost of Mendel said while
dancing atop Darwin’s grave. “Well you should
have listened to ol’ Gregor.” The ghost of Darwin
has yet to respond.
The ghost of Mendel claims he will be
around for another few days until he can ensure
Seen here: Gregor Mendel before without a doubt that his legacy is being upheld
he was a ghost.
around the world. “Then and only then will I
return to heaven,” Mendel told reporters.
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New SEC Mascot to be Made of
Parts of In-Conference Mascots

In an
By: Charles Downey
effort
to
Staff Writer

“It took years of trial and error but
we finally created the perfect mascot
create a
to represent all of the SEC. Though,
more united sports conference, the
118 years isn’t that long when you
South Eastern Conference (SEC) has
consider man has been around for
announced its plans to create a chithousands of years and is still has
mera spliced with the mascots of the
flaws.”
schools within its conference.
Some have criticized the SEC for
A photohaving an actual
graph of this new
living mascot at
character has yet
conference games
to be released
rather then a stubut rumors say
dent in a costume
it will have the
of that mascot.
head of a comSome fans have
modore, scales of
expressed concern
an alligator, tail of
over having their
a wildcat, colors
children around
of a tiger, and
an animal whose
fighting spirit of a
behavior is still
bulldog.
unpredictable.
The SEC has This logo may take a back seat to a new
“They don’t
been working on mascot.
have a natural
this project for
niche,” tweeted
about 118 years. Most the work has
one mother of a student at Texas
taken place on a small, undisclosed
A&M. “With no natural predators, it
island. We talked to the head scienwill consume the rest of the mascot
tist of the operation who asked us to
population in seasons.”
conceal his name. For the duration
It’s unclear when the SEC will
of the article we will be referring to
unveil the mascot, but they have said
him as M.
the presentation party will be one to
“It’s brilliant really,” M told us.
remember.
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They’ll still have their terrible twos
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It makes for too many rivalries
between social/working classes
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Your son will be a science fiction
story waiting to happen
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There’s enough xenophobia as is
The inferior sibling will just steal
Jude Law’s identity anyway
Clones usually revolt
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You know when see someone
wearing the same dress as you?
It’ll be like that except someone
will have the same genes as you
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Chapters where the “voice of
reason” character debates the
crazy scientist character are
getting old
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Making babies the old fashioned
way is more fun
It’s too much paperwork

Point/ Counterpoint:
Soma
Point: Pleasant Escape From Quotidian Life

• It’s readily available like all good drugs.
• It’s a lot like watching a marathon of a
bad TV show.
• If everyone’s addicted to it, is it really
addiction?
• It’s measured using the metric system,
and really that’s what everyone should
use.

Counter Point: Mind Numbing,
Brain Killing Drug

• It suppresses creativity unlike the
popular hallucinogens of the 1960s.
• Doesn’t inspire people to make
trippy kinds of music.
• Doesn’t offer the exciting roadside
attractions and campy gift shops of
a normal vacation or holiday.
• It’s a government developed drug
which means it’s really sketchy.
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Congress Seeks to Simplify
ObamaCare by Modeling
its Structure Off of Cloud Atlas
By: Rufio Bangarang
Staff Writer

This past Monday Congress unveiled its new plan to model extension of the previous sections. It continues to elaborate on
the format of the Affordable Care Act off the chapter make up
ideas of unequal access to medical care but also includes wishof David Mitchell’s Cloud Atlas.
ful thinking that the more fortunate may help the less fortu“It will make everything easier,” said Tennessee Congressnate. In order to move away from the confusing, linear makeup
man John Cohen in a recent press conference. “The structure
of the bill, Congress chose to track back and review the dangers
we have now makes no sense. My fellow Democrats and I
of improper meat consumption. Although some have criticized
understand the bill in full, but I fear the opposition and regular
the ideas as far-fetched, Congress posits social cohesion may be
citizens will not understand the 381,587
broken entirely and a revolt is staged. Movword long document.”
ing further back in time, section three of
The new bill will be broken up into two
book two explores the improper treatment
parts, with six sections making up each of
of elderly in retirement homes. Section four
those sections. The first three sections of
of book two continues the backward trend
part one will discuss past healthcare efforts
and explores more music therapy, specificalwithin the U.S. and around the world. Secly, its ineffectiveness in curing syphilis and
tion one covers the dangers of heatstroke
failing eyesight. The bill finally ends where
and parasites near the island of Fiji. Section
is begins and covers questionable treatment
two discusses experimental music therapy
methods used during sea voyages by less
used in Europe during the 1930s. Within the Why can’t David Mitchell organize my
than qualified doctors.
third section is nuclear energy’s misuse and office also?
“We want to make it clear how the ghost
the dangers of including it within the mediof Health Care past, Health Care present,
cal field. Section Four covers current issues with Medicare.
and Health Care future can shape society. That said, although
Section five is when Congress begins to predict what the medi- seemingly entirely different networks of benefits, some of the
cine may look like in the future. It largely covers how dietary
ideas and methods are found to be consistent through time.”
habits and questionable culinary methods may affect the social
At press time, we were unable to actually view the docucohesion of a nation. The last section of the first part of the Afment as healthcare.gov was still buffering.
fordable Care Act boldly discusses the far future of civilization.
The first section of the second part is more or less an

Scientists Complete Scientist Genome
By: Michael Kilmer
Staff Writer

Scientists from the Human Genome Project announced at
the Project.
a press conference this morning that they
have completely sequenced the scientist
genome. The Human Genome Project,
the world’s largest collaborative biological
project, has since 1987 used anonymous
submissions of DNA, many of which
come from scientists working on the
project, to map the chemical base pairs
which make up human DNA.
“Though we initially set out to map
the human genome, we are nonetheless happy to report that we have solved
the entirety of the scientist genome,”
Here we see the scientists in the process of mapreported scientist Gary Wellwood, one of ping their own DNA.
the scientists whose DNA was studied by

While the scientist genome has now
been entirely mapped, other human
genomes remain a mystery. HGP scientist Maynard Olson remains hopeful,
however: “Actually, breaking it down by
profession makes the Project much more
manageable,” he said at the conference.
“In the near future we hope to map other
genomes like the lawyer, janitor, and
cashier genome.”
In response to the Project’s breakthrough, a small group of international
scientists have reportedly begun the
search for the gene responsible for selfishness.
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Vandy Art Students Discover True
Purpose of Gallery

Director of
Undergraduate Studies in the Department of Art, Mark Hosford,
revealed this past Thursday
to two students that although
there is a gallery, it is not used
to delay graduation. Instead,
it is largely used to prevent
Vanderbilt from shutting
down the Art program.

been fighting the administration and have been using their
works to prove Vanderbilt
students do have some artistic
qualities.
Harper was not entirely
truthful with this statement.
According to professor Marylyn Murphy, this rumor has
been circulating the campus
for years. “I don’t know how
it started,” she told a reporter.
“But for as long as I can remember students
have been asking
about the gallery
and if it is used
to allow them a
few extra years
before they must
donate their
time and effort
to the world of
work outside of
Vanderbilt. But
that simply isn’t
This Gallery is not what they thought it was.
true.”
“These students insisted
The students were
there was a gallery that we
devastated of this discovery.
used to display their work to
Some have taken it better
the greater Nashville area with than others. Thomas Smith,
hopes it would reveal their
set to graduate in 2014, took
talent and would permit them it particularly hard. He told
to spend a couple more years
reporters, “I believed deep
at Vanderbilt together before
inside it was true. What else
their they completed their
was I going to believe? The
time here on the campus. But
only other alternative was to
I told them plainly, ‘we took
accept that my time here on
away your art because we
campus was nearly finished.
thought it would reveal your
What hope is there in that?”
talent. Or to put it more finely, In the past ten years there
we did it to prove you had tal- have been 35 students who
ent at all.’”
have visited Hosford at his
It’s no secret Vanderbilt
house and have left disapointUniversity is known more for
ed.
producing consultants and
The Art department has
businessmen than it is for
revealed that to make it up
producing artists. Over the
to these crestfallen students,
years, the school has been
they will make a plaque dedithreatening to cut funding or
cated to the graduating class
possibly end it’s Art program
that shows the faculty propaltogether. But it has just been erly loves them.
revealed faculty that loved
the program so dearly have

By: Carl Kent
Staff Writer

Future Threatens to Sue Writer for
Libel

Dear John Carlos,

I do not appreciate your gross, inaccurate overgeneralizations
of me in title blacked. It is not fair how I have been consistently
misrepresented in countless “post-apocalyptic” and “Dystopia”
works. All artists presume to know who I am. I wish someone
would actually take the time to get to know me.
At least get creative with your insults. Mankind is nearly extinct. We live in a backward society. The technology we thought
would help us ended up turning on us, blah blah blah. I’ve heard
that a million times before. If you’re going to try to put someone down, put some effort into it. Why can’t society be filled
with rainbows and lollipops? It doesn’t seem fair that everyone
is always so miserable. I bet they’re miserable due to the lack
of hygiene. What’s with that? I can believe that most soap was
wiped out after ‘the fall’ or whatever you want to call it. But for
my sake, if you ever do this again, can you have the lone survivor be a practicing dentist?
People say, “John Lennon, he really defined that Hippie generation.” Lennon would probably be so flattered to hear that. But
it’s not the same when people say, “Future, he’s the post-apocalyptic generation in a nutshell.” That’s not me! I never wanted
that to be me! I didn’t put this upon myself. I wasn’t always like
this. Everything that made me the way I am happened before
my existence. Yet, no one ever says, ‘post-apocalyptic, he is just
stuck in the wrong place at the wrong time.’ Did you ever think
maybe I’m just a product of my environment?
I would like you to publically recant everything you have said
about me. If you do not, I will make sure everything you said
about me comes true.
Regards,
The Future

